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I. INTRODUCTION
In the objective of building intelligent searching systems for e-libraries or online bookstores, we have proposed a searching system model based on a Vietnamese language query processing component. Such document searching systems based on this model can allow users to use Vietnamese queries that represent content information as input, instead of entering keywords for searching in specific fields in database. This searching system model includes a restricted parser for analyzing Vietnamese query, a transformer for transforming syntactic structure of query to its semantic representation, a generator for generating queries on relational database from semantic model, and a constructor of answer. In fact, this searching system model inherits the idea of an earlier our document retrieval system, which supports users to use English queries for searching e-books in Gutenberg e-library. [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
To simplify the realization process of system based on this searching system model, we set a target of building a framework to support the rapid development of Vietnamese language query processing components. Such framework let the implementation of Vietnamese language query processing component in similar systems in this domain to be done more easily.
II. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE
The VLQP framework is architecture of 2-tiers. This framework includes a restricted parser for analyzing Vietnamese query from users based on a class of the predefined syntactic rules and a transformer for transforming syntactic structure of query to its semantic representation.
Main features of those components are described in brief as follows:
-The parser analyzes Vietnamese query syntaxes and output of the syntactic components that were analyzed from the query. After analyzing, the parts-of-speech and the sub-categories of these components are determined. The parser's performing is based on a set of syntactic rules. This set of syntactic rules can cover various forms of Vietnamese query relating to the ebook searching application in e-libraries. The new syntactic rules can be added to the set of these rules for enriching it.
-The transformer bases on predefined transforming rules to transform the syntactic structure of Vietnamese query to its semantic representation. These rules are defined specifically for some determined application domain. The semantic representation model is also built to represent the semantic of all forms of Vietnamese query which are represented by syntactic rules.
The architecture of framework is illustrated in figure 1 . The VLPQ framework is given as a complete Java package. The Vietnamese language query processing components of searching systems based on VLPQ have an ability of getting Vietnamese queries as input and giving theirs semantic representations as output. The searching systems must build some additional components to process semantic representations of Vietnamese queries and give results to user.
III. RESTRICTED PARSER

A. Description of syntactic rules
The parser is built for analyzing the syntax of Vietnamese queries in determined application domain. The syntax of Vietnamese question forms can be described by BNF notation (Backus-Naur Form). The set of syntactic rules contains about 60 forms of Vietnamese queries involving in titles, authors, years of publication, publishers, subject … For example, the following query's analyzed into syntactic components: 
B. Syntactic rules
The parser works on a set of predefined syntactic rules. Table 1 presents a full list of syntactic rules in BNF form which is included in VLPQ framework version 1.0. 
IV. SEMANTIC TRANSFORMATION
After analyzing the syntax of the query, the next step is transforming the syntactic structure to its semantic representation. The semantic representations of queries are based on the semantic model which we have built to represent semantic content of queries.
A. Semantic model
In semantic model, the verb plays a central role and nouns modify the meaning for it. Relationships are also defined from sub-categories containing verbs, noun phrases, adverbial phrases and prepositional phrases.
For instance, in the case of the verb "viết" ("to write"): "author" is its subject, the relationship is called as « rel_sub »; "book" is its object, the relationship is called as "rel_obj"; APT is the time that the verb "viết" ("to write") is considered, the relationship is called as "rel_time" and it can be multiple values (before, in, after), so we mark with three single values: rel_time1 (before), rel_time2 (in) and rel_time3 (after).
In notation, the convention of the semantic model: if we wish to ask a certain component of BNF query, we'll have to place the question mark ("?") right after it.
From S1_BNF, the semantic model is defined as following:
=(verb_write? ((author, rel_sub), (book0, rel_obj), (APT, rel_time2)))
In BNF, the elements with "what" labels are those which need to be asked, and they will be marked by a question mark after their name in semantic model. In the case of the elements without "what" labels will belong to Yes/No questions. These questions can also be recognized by identifying used interrogative words. The semantic model S2_SEM involving to S2_BNF: ((publisher?, rel_sub) , (book, rel_obj) 
, (APT, rel_time2)))
In BNF, to identify what subject or object is depends on the main verb meaning: if the main verb is "viết" ("to write"), the subject will be "author" and the object will be "book". If the main verb is "xuất bản" ("to publish"), the subject and the object will be "publisher" and "book", … The transferring from syntactic structure to semantic representation could be processed automatically by the predefined rules. Semantic model helps to eliminate unnecessary components in queries (interrogative words such as: interrogative1,…, interrogative4) and remain the key information in presenting the query.
B. Predefined semantic structures
The full list of semantic structures included in VLPQ framework version 1.0 as follows: Respectively, each syntactic structure is represented by a syntactic rule, a semantic structure is defined.
V. CONCLUSION
Building computer systems with ability of understanding human's natural language is a challenging research. Only pure syntax analyzing does not let computer understand human language. We have proposed the semantic representation model to process Vietnamese query forms in determined application domains. Some gained results show that this is a right and promising approach, due to the lacking of methods that help computer to understand all terms presented by human language at the present.
In VLQP framework, the semantic model is an original feature we have addressed. This semantic model contributes to the syntax analyzing and representation of Vietnamese query forms involving to application domain. We also propose transforming rules to transform syntactic structures to their semantic representation.
